The KISTERS product called WISKI (Water Information Systems KISTERS) is a water data management software solution. WISKI automates data collection processes for faster analysis and better decisions, improves data quality, provides powerful visualization tools, and offers an easy way to report and share your hydrological data. WISKI is a powerful and flexible software solution that can manage all of your water data in ONE location.

**WISKI Automates Data**
Automated real time collection and data importing allows you to easily get data from remote sources and visualize it in near real time for faster and more accurate analysis. The automated data validation provides crucial quality assurance and quality control of field data. The flexible and robust QA/QC methodologies offer multiple validation routines that allow you to make more informed decisions. You can also utilize automated reporting, alarms for thresholds and have a complete audit log of user activity that is all managed in WISKI.

**WISKI Imports Data**
You can automatically import your data from various sources including: SCADA, GOES, CDEC, NWS, USGS, and logger data files. Your raw data is never lost and you can back up everything into one location. Importing your historical data into WISKI is easy. You can store legacy data sets along with newly collected information for better analysis, modelling, forecasting and data exchange.

**WISKI Exports Data**
You can export data in multiple formats to enable a simple import into other database applications. WISKI uses flexible Application Programming Interfaces (API’s) that provide the ability to exchange data with other applications and databases. You can get your data into a format that fits your business needs and the requirements of stakeholders and government agencies.

**WISKI Edits Data**
Your organization can utilize data management software to allow water resource staff to revise and edit erroneous data with ease and accuracy. Editing can be performed automatically or done manually by assigned WISKI users to ensure data quality. WISKI brings your data into action.
WISKI Reports Data
You can create your own individualized reports or build customer specific reports based on your project requirements. WISKI provides a range of standard reports that can be generated immediately. Reports are all streamlined in an automated process that allows you to deliver them through various media such as email, FTP sites and file sharing with partner organizations.

WISKI Shares Data
Data sharing is easy with WISKI Web Services. Several data export solutions are available to provide third party access. Administrative rights can restrict access and define who can and can't edit the data. KISTERS is part of the Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) and the Consortium of Universities for the Advancement of Hydrologic Science Information (CUASHI). These consortiums are working closely with KISTERS to develop the best solution for data sharing.

WISKI is Modern
KISTERS has been developing software for over 25 years. At the core of our high-capacity software solutions are leading edge technologies for time series management, modelling and flood forecasting, and water resource optimization. KISTERS understands the importance of maintaining high quality data in a secure working environment. With WISKI your data is always secure and you control the access. WISKI development continues to be further enhanced by working closely with customers and listening to the needs of the water community. KISTERS is committed to providing the best water data management solutions to better empower the managers of our natural resources well into the future.

WISKI Support
The KISTERS team includes experts in water resource management and industry leading software developers. The team works in close partnership with all customers during the whole life cycle of your WISKI solution. Together we will work with you to tailor your solution by selecting and configuring the required WISKI modules best suited for your needs. You can access support by telephone, email and by a 24 hour internet support portal. You can also attend workshops, trainings and the annual user group meeting to exchange information with other users and industry professionals.

To find out more about KISTERS and how WISKI can work for you, contact us and tell us about your monitoring program and the data that you manage. We work for you.
www.kisters.net